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This progress meeting conducted for teams to report, what they did during past 15 days.
It started with speech of Mr. Sadeq, he mentioned we have meeting in each 15 days and talk about the 
reports of all team members. He talked about a ceremony for AULT and all members decided to have a 
ceremony for all around  Herat University, then they choose a group of 5 person to announce about the 
ceremony and make a plane to invite the students and teacher of  Herat University.

The reports was started with Localization team
Waheede Hamkar said: we choose our team members, make a logo for our team and talk about their 
plans in future she mentioned we will have an agent in each faculty to do our tasks in all faculties.

Official website responsible 
Massoud Asgharzada: said I saw all websites US was best and we need Persian parts, joomla is an open 
source software we can install it and he said they make a logo for team.
Mr. Sadeq mentioned I asked for official domain redirection to team wiki page from Canonical Sys 
Admins till get the response.

Forum moderator 
Mr. Hamid Rahman Mohmand said: Forum is approved I accepted as moderator and register in lunch 
pad. Mr Zabihi mentioned forum is not just for forum team all should work there it is for all of us.

Customization team 
Abdullah Hamidi said we get all packages it is ready to use. and start our survey Saturday on faculties.  
And Mr Zabihi tell him make an announcement on board that ubuntu 10.10 is ready, repository is 
prepared make a tutorial for that put it on server of computer science faculty and he mentioned it is our 
responsibility to response to students.

IRC channel moderator 
Hasen Islamy: I have registered to lunchpad, forum and wiki I make a channel hash ubuntu it was 
reserved.  Mr  Zabihi  described  about  IRC and  said  I  get  the  ownership  of  #ubuntu-af  channel  in 
freenod.net, we all should join to IRC via messengers or webchat.freenod.net.



Mailing list moderator:
Miss Mahjube: I helped education project for choosing team members, but we don't have ownership of 
mailing list yet.

Education project administrator 
Lalah Azar said: the first step for education project was choosing team members that groups of student 
apply for that we had a meeting with them and decide to have an evaluation for choosing some of them 
for this group. And She mentioned that have a short period training class for team members then start 
teaching according to plan (curriculum) of this team in all faculties. 

Social network team 
Ali Ahmad Faqiri said: I do the meeting invitation and advertisement through social network, we now 
have a fan page in Facebook and trying to work on its content.
     
 
 


